PARTICULATES GENERATION AND SOLUTIONS FOR THEIR ELIMINATION IN PULSED LASER DEPOSITION
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The presence of particulates of various shapes and dimensions on surfaces and incorporated into the bulk stands for the main drawback of pulsed laser deposited structures. The full understanding of the particulates generation mechanisms and development of techniques for their density reduction aiming to the complete elimination are key steps for future technological applications of laser deposited thin films. The choice of proper experimental conditions as the ablating laser wavelength and fluence, the target-collector separation distance, and the ambient gas pressure allows for the significant decrease of the particulates density, but not for the complete elimination. Several techniques have been proposed to reduce the particulates density. Nevertheless, the deposition of completely particulate-free thin films was not yet reported. We used in our experiments a two synchronised pulsed laser system for the deposition of thin films and multistructures. The first, UV laser pulse (λ=193 nm, \( \tau_{FWHM}=10 \) ns) is applied to ablate the target material and the second IR laser pulse (\( \lambda=1.064 \) µm, \( \tau_{FWHM}=10 \) ns) is directed parallel with the target surface. The role of second IR laser pulse is to heat and vaporise the particulates present in the tail of the ablation plasma generated by the first UV laser pulse. By optimising the time-delay between the two laser pulses we succeeded to deposit structures completely-free of particulates.
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1. Introduction

Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) and Reactive PLD (RPLD) are important thin films synthesis techniques because they make possible the deposition of practically any kind of material with a rather simple experimental set-up. Some other advantages are the possibility to control film thickness and stoichiometry, the extreme purity of deposited material, as well as the growth of crystalline film at relatively low substrate temperature [1-6]. Nevertheless, the major drawback of thin films obtained by PLD/RPLD was related to the presence of micrometer and sub-micrometer sized particulates on films surface or embedded into their bulk. These particulates hamper the implementation of pulsed laser deposited structures in key technological fields, where completely particulate-free surfaces are required.

The main issues which contribute to particulates formation are the morphology of the target surface, target density, laser wavelength and fluence, ambient gas nature and pressure, and/or the target-collector separation distance. According to literature, the physical processes which lead to particulates formation are: (i) explosive dislocation of the substance caused by subsurface overboiling of target, (ii) gas phase condensation (clustering) of the vaporised material, (iii) liquid phase expulsion under recoil pressure of ablated substance, (iv) blast-wave explosion at liquid (melt) – solid interface and/or (v) hydrodynamic instabilities evolving on target surface [1-8].
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The optimisation of process parameters (use of smooth target surface, combined rotation and scanning of the target with respect to the laser beam, proper choice of distance target-collector surface, tilting of substrate orientation against the direction of the plasma-plume expansion, off-axis deposition, appropriate choice of the laser wavelength and fluence, as well as ambient gas nature and pressure) led to the reduction of the particulates density [9-12]. Besides, several other techniques have been developed to decrease the density of particulates, if possible till their complete exemption. These are mainly shadow masks, magnetic filters, gas jet directed into the plume during film growth, post-deposition annealing, or dual-laser beam ablation from one target [13-17]. A significant reduction of particulates was noticed, but not a complete elimination was obtained. One special mention is related to the fragmentation of particulates by means of an additional laser beam propagating parallel to target surface. It was demonstrated that this technique allows for the reduction of particulates density [18-20]. Nevertheless, the particulates complete elimination was not reached, possibly because of the improper choice of the delay time between ablating and reheating laser pulses.

We previously investigated the particulates formation mechanisms, as well as their structure and composition for various target material-ambient gas systems [21-26]. Our experimental evidences show that particulates generation mechanisms depend on physical properties of the target and processing parameters (e.g. laser wavelength, duration and fluence, as well as ambient gas nature and pressure). In recent experiments we used two synchronised laser sources for deposition of thin films [27,28].

The objective of these experiments was the reduction of particulates density aiming to the deposition of particulate-free thin films and multilayers. Our innovation was to combine an UV laser for target ablation with a second IR laser for plasma heating and particulates elimination. The first UV laser pulse was focused on the target surface to generate the ablation plasma. The second IR one was directed parallel to surface. The distance from target where the IR beam intercepted the ablation plasma was optimised after numerical simulations and experimental investigations. We demonstrated that the positive role of the second laser pulse is to heat and evaporate the particulates present in the tail of ablation plasma, during its transit from target to collector surface.

We report herewith an extended theoretical background, a review of previous results, along with the presentation of new experimental data.

2. Experimental

The experimental set-up is presented schematically in Fig. 1. The irradiations were performed inside a stainless steel vacuum chamber evacuated down to a residual pressure of $7 \times 10^{-4}$ Pa prior to each deposition cycle. For Ta ablation we applied pulses generated by an ArF* excimer laser, ($\lambda=193$ nm, $\tau_{FWHM}=10$ ns) at 10 Hz repetition rate. The laser beam incidence angle was of $\sim 45^\circ$.

![Fig. 1. Experimental set-up.](image-url)
The IR pulses were generated by a controllable, time-delayed Nd:YAG (λ= 1.064 µm, σFWHM~10 ns) laser. Pulses have been directed parallel to the target surface. The laser beam was crossing the flux of the ablated substance at a distance of 2 mm above ablation area. A FL 10 cm cylindrical lens focused the laser beam on the plane containing symmetry axis of the UV laser generated ablation plasma.

The controlled delay between the UV and IR laser pulses was set with a stable and high precision digital delay generator. The two laser pulses were recorded with a fast photodiode (rise time < 1 ns) and monitored on a 350 MHz oscilloscope. The time jitter between the laser trigger and light pulses generated by the two laser systems was of a few ns only. Consequently, the delay time of interest in our experiments, from 10 µs to 1 ns, could be measured with a relative accuracy of 5 × 10⁻² – 5 ×10⁻⁴. We point out that no long term drift was detected during the deposition time.

The ArF* laser fluence incident on target was of 0.75 J/cm². For the deposition of one film, we applied 50000 subsequent laser pulses. The IR laser pulse energy was varied from 50 to 250 mJ, which corresponds to a fluence of approximately (2.5-12) J/cm².

The ablated substance was deposited on glass slides placed plan-parallel with the target surface and kept at room temperature. The target - collector separation distance was 35 mm. To avoid fast drilling, the targets were mounted on a vacuum-compatible XY translator. This was computer controlled and performed a meander-like movement, both vertically and horizontally. We scanned a square surface of 10 ×10 mm². The movement was selected that every target point inside the ablated area was irradiated by 5 laser shots before the translator is shifted to the next point 0.5 mm apart. The substrate holder was also connected to the XY translator, performing an identical movement as that of target. This movement synchronisation essentially contributes to the improvement of deposited film uniformity.

The morphology of deposited structures was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with Cambridge S120 or JEOL TEMSCAN 200CX instruments.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Theoretical considerations versus experimental results

3.1.1. Particulates formation by explosive dislocation of the substance caused by the subsurface boiling of the target

We can evaluate the temperature distribution profile in the target bulk under the action of the laser pulse, at a distance ζ from the surface. To this purpose, the heat losses should be considered at the surface due to vaporisation [3]:

\[ \Theta(ζ) = \frac{I_0 A}{c ρ |ν_ν - αD_τ|} \exp[- αζ] - \frac{1}{2c} \left[ H_s + \frac{I_0 A}{c ρ^2 ν_ν - αD_τ} \right] \exp \left[ -\frac{ν_ν ζ}{D_τ} \right] \] (1)

In Eq. (1) I₀ stands for the laser pulse intensity, A target absorptivity, c specific heat, ρ mass density, α optical absorption coefficient, D_τ heat diffusivity, Hₚ target vaporisation enthalpy, and ν_ν velocity of vapor-solid interface.

According to our numerical simulations, the maximum temperature is reached in case of Ti at 30 nm beneath the target surface. Oppositely, this maximum is preserved on the surface in the case of Al targets. These results are generally congruent with calculations of A. Miotello and R. Kelly [29] which predicted that the effect of sub-surface overheating is not significant in case of good heat conductive targets, as Al. On the other hand, the sub-surface overheating effect is determined by a competition between volume heating, surface cooling due to vaporisation and heat dissipation into the target bulk. Numerical estimations of the balance between these processes have revealed the existence of considerable sub-surface heating in case of dielectric or poor conductive metal targets, even at low laser fluences [30].
3.1.2. Gas phase condensation (clustering) of the ablated material

Recent investigations have shown that the size of particulates formed by gas phase condensation of ablated species can be controlled by the molecular weight and pressure of the ambient gas, and/or target-collector separation distance [31,32]. Concretely, the density of particulates depends on the ambient gas nature, increasing with molecular gas weight. Also, the structure and size of clusters depend on the ablating laser fluence and pulse duration. Clustering is determined also by secondary processes occurring on films surface such as coalescence and enhanced mobility. These last two processes play a key role during deposition of relatively hot clusters [33].

We found that both particulates size and density are influenced by the presence of a gas inside the deposition chamber [28]. As compared to depositions in vacuum, the particulates observed in case of an ambient gas are larger but their density is lower. Indeed, the presence of ambient gas favours the increase of the ambient oxygen pressure was reported also by Hino et al. [34] for KrF* excimer laser ablation of Ta targets.

3.1.3. Liquid phase expulsion under the action of the recoil pressure of the ablated substance

The total momentum imparted over the entire molten area, during the action of laser pulse results from [2]:

\[ \iint P \, dx \, dy \, dt = P \pi X_0^2 \tau \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here, \( P_1 \) stands for the pressure at the vaporisation front, \( P_1 = P_0(T_s) \), \( P_0(T_s) \) saturated vapor pressure at \( T_s \) - surface temperature, \( X_0 \) is the laser spot dimension incident on the target surface and \( \tau \) the duration of the laser pulse.

We performed numerical simulations of the vapor pressure at the upper border of the Knudsen layer (which represents the distance from the vaporisation front where the ablated material reaches an equilibrium velocity distribution). We also estimated the pressure exerted by the vapor backward to the liquid (melt) substance in case of XeCl* excimer laser irradiation of Ti in 50 Pa nitrogen. The vapor flux has a maximum value of approximately 10 Kg/cm²s, i.e. a few \( \mu \)g during the action of every laser pulse. Thus, using equation (2), we inferred a value of \( M_\tau \thickapprox 0.4 \, \text{dyn.s} \). Such a momentum could prove strong enough to spray the liquid in form of a droplets jet [35,36].

The different composition of small and large particulates on the surface of TiC thin films obtained by RPLD from Ti in low-pressure CH₄ support their expulsion in liquid phase directly from the melt inside the crater under the recoil of plasma and vapors pressure [25]. The small particulates, generally spherical, consist of TiC only. The larger ones include an important amount of un-reacted Ti besides a certain quantity of TiC. We assume that the carbon content inside the molten surface layer presents a high gradient with a superficial strong contamination with carbon above a deep content of bare melted Ti. Accordingly, under the vapour and plasma recoil pressure, liquid droplets are sprayed out from melted pool, with different chemical composition.

Our recent investigations revealed that the increase of ablating UV laser fluence leads to the increase of the particulates size and density on the deposited films surfaces [27]. Thus, the ablation fluence was reduced down to 0.75 J/cm², a value slightly exceeding the reported evaporation threshold of Ta. Indeed, the deposited film was much smoother, with reduced particulates presence (Fig. 2). The spherical shape of particulates and their size within the sub-micrometer and micrometer range indicate that most probably they were expelled in liquid phase, under the expanding ablated substance (vapour and plasma) recoil pressure.
3.1.4. Blast-wave explosion at the liquid (melt) – solid border

Under certain conditions, a fraction of the incident laser beam, which crosses the plasma, can penetrate down to the liquid (melt) – solid interface. There it can ignite a punctual blast wave explosion. The blast pressure in liquid at the solid metal – liquid interface, caused by liquid breakdown, was inferred under the hypothesis of a point-like explosion [37]:

\[ P = \left[ \frac{\gamma - 1}{\pi} \right]^{2/5} \left( \frac{\rho l^4 E_p^{1/5}}{\tau^5} \right)^{1/5} \]  (3)

In Eq. (3) \( \rho_l \) stands for the density of the liquid state, \( \gamma \) is the adiabatic index of the breakdown plasma in liquid, \( E_p \) is the laser energy absorbed by the plasma, and \( \tau \) is the laser pulse duration. We assume \( E_p < E_0 \), the laser pulse energy. If we suppose that \( E_p = 0.1 \times E_0 \), this pressure can reach a few hundreds of MPa. This pressure is sufficient not only to expel liquid droplets, but also to dislocate frozen neighbouring solid fragments. They are deposited on film in form of polyhedral particulates [24].

3.1.5. Hydrodynamic instabilities

Different types of hydrodynamic instabilities have been suggested, which could promote growth of large scale periodic surface structures (in form of quite high amplitude waves), and ejection of micrometer sized liquid droplets. According to Refs. 3, 7, and 8 particulates generation from molten layers and their subsequent expulsion could be due to Kelvin-Helmholz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in the presence of laser induced plasma. Alternative mechanisms are capillary waves caused by variations of the surface tension in connection to local surface temperature. We note that under our irradiation conditions as described in Ref. 26, capillary waves could produce a surface microrelief with a periodicity of a few tens of micrometers. This prediction was found in good agreement with the results of SEM investigations of Si targets submitted to multi-pulse laser irradiation in low-pressure ammonia [26]. The periodicity of droplets within the crater is indicative of hydrodynamic instabilities evolving along the target surface.

3.2. Deposition of particulate-free thin films by a system with two synchronised laser sources

We used a second IR laser directed parallel with the target surface with the purpose to intercept, heat and break the particulates present in the ablation plasma plume (see Fig. 1). The choice
for a second pulsed laser source in IR is due the higher absorption at these wavelengths by vapors, plasma and particulates. This is mainly driven by the inverse Bremsstrahlung (IB) process in the initial plasma [2,3]. Indeed, the characteristic absorption coefficient is proportional to the square of the incident laser wavelength. Correspondingly, this effect is minor for wavelengths in UV. Moreover, due to the supplementary kinetic energy gained from radiation by IB, free electrons excite and ionise the vapour species by electron collisions [4]. Accordingly, the second IR laser pulse plays a double role: direct heating, breaking, and evaporation of particulates present in the ablation plasma, and increasing kinetic energies of the plume species. This last effect directly contributes to the particulates evaporation in the ablation plasma. Also, a higher degree of excitation of species, allowing for enhanced gas phase reactions and ensures better films adhesion, crystallinity and morphology [1-3].

As known, the sub-micrometer and micrometer size particulates travel with the “tail” of the laser ablation plasma [3,37]. They have propagation velocities of $10^3$ cm/s to $10^6$ cm/s, about two orders of magnitude lower than atomic and molecular species [38]. The time delay between UV and IR laser pulses was accordingly adjusted at 200 µs. The obtained thin film surface was smooth, and free of particulates (Fig. 3). This observation is fully supporting our ideas that the IR pulses effectively intercepted the “tail” of UV plasma plume containing particulates travelling with an average velocity of $10^3$ cm/s. For larger delay times than the optimum value we observed the reappearance of particulates on the surface of deposited films.

![Fig. 3. SEM image of a thin film deposited in vacuum by the two synchronised lasers system. The UV and IR laser fluences were 0.75 J/cm$^2$ and 8 J/cm$^2$, respectively. The time delay between the UV and IR laser pulses was 200 µs. The mark corresponds to 5 µm. The complete elimination of particulates is evident.](image)

### 4. Conclusions

The particulates formation mechanisms in PLD/RPLD are determined by the specific optical and thermo-physical properties of the target, as well as irradiation conditions. The use of lower values for incident UV laser fluence results in the decrease of particulates density. This decrease can be the effect of a lower recoil pressure of the laser generated ablation plasma. Another important parameter which influences the particulates formation and size is the ambient gas nature and pressure. We found that with the increase of gas pressure, density of particulates decreases, but their size increases due – the most probably- to enhanced number of collisions of the ablated species along with coalescence of small particulates.

We developed a system with two synchronised laser sources to diminish the particulates density until their complete exemption. Our choice was made for 2 laser sources generating ns pulses in UV and IR respectively. Our reasons were that UV laser pulses couple very well with solid and liquid targets, while IR laser pulses are more efficiently absorbed by vapors and plasma. The second IR laser was directed perpendicularly to the UV laser generated ablation plasma to intercept, heat and
break the particulates during their transit from target to collector. As expected, the IR laser pulses efficiently couple with the “tail” of ablated plasma containing vapors, ionic species and especially particulates. This slow tail travels with an average velocity of $10^3$ cm/s – i.e. about 2 orders of magnitude lower than the leading plasma front, which does not contain particulates.

By the proper choice of the processing parameters, as well as time delay values between the ablating UV and the second IR laser pulses, we succeeded to reduce the particulates density, until their complete elimination.

A last mention is that these results also evidence a small contribution, if any, of clustering mechanism in particulates formation. Indeed, this mechanism should be active throughout plasma length during its expansion from target to collector. In other words, it would have been impossible to eliminate particulates by interception of the plasma “tail” only, if clustering mechanism would have remained active during all plasma expansion.
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